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Details of Visit:

Author: lufthansa
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 17 May 2016 2:30
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 220
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Rosebud London Escorts
Website: http://www.rosebudescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07532032076

The Premises:

Easy to find flat close to Edgware Road Tube Station. Clean and spacious. Big bathroom.

The Lady:

A lovely blonde albeit a slightly different shape to the photographs. Shorter and more squat but still
very acceptable. Probably only about 5ft 2in tall but she greeted me in heels so that made her
closer to my height (I am well over 6ft). Nice tits untouched by a surgeon. Lovely long blonde hair
which was initially tied up but she let down for me (my preference). English is good but with a heavy
accent and a little difficult to understand so this made conversation a challenge. Age young/mid 30s
which for me is my preferred age group. Caesarian scar.

The Story:

A funny one this. It all started very well - friendly and pleasant. Discussed what I would like and
broadly this would include OWO (as advertised) and 2 pops. So, after the usual preparations, we
get down to work and she starts the oral ... wait a minute ... what's that hiding in her mouth - yes a
condom. Before I could say anything she's sucking away on my condom covered dick. Fortunately I
was randy as hell and it felt nice so I didn't object. Secretly I do admire girls who can put a condom
on with their mouth but usually I prefer that after starters of OWO. Anyway, after a while I invite her
to get on top (69) then with a bit of cowgirl and DFK (yes she does that nicely) we concluded round
1.
Then smalltalk and after a while it's time for round 2. This time I see the condom preparations and I
ask if she would be OK for OWO and she said no - not until she knows me better. Fair enough
although it is advertised on the agency page so that's a bit naughty (unless she thought my dick
was unattractive although I don't think that's the case).
Anyway, thereafter there was lots of activity - oral, doggy, missionary. Needed a break after a while
as I was overheating - a fan in the room would be a good investment for summer. More oral and
doggy but still couldn't get that 2nd pop. Then to Carolina's credit she went for a massive oral
session but all I could think about was that damn condom on my dick and I never quite got to the
2nd pop. After a while exhaustion set in and the time was nearly up. Quick departing shower and I
was on my way.
So the good news is that I liked her and she really worked hard. The bad news was that condom
during oral dulling the sensations just when I didn't need it.
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Would I recommend - yes. Would I personally repeat - probably not unless she committed to OWO
in advance. If you prefer having your cock sucked with a condom on it then Caroline would be a
very good choice.
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